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Welcome 

Shelley Row, P.E., PTOE 
Director 
ITS Joint Program Office 
Shelley.Row@dot.gov 

 
 WWW.PCB.ITS.DOT.GOV/STANDARDSTRAINING 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
ITS Standards can make your life easier. Your procurements will go more smoothly and you’ll encourage competition, but only if you know how to write them into your specifications and test them. This module is one in a series that covers practical applications for acquiring and testing standards-based ITS systems.  I am Shelley Row the director of the ITS Joint Program Office for USDOT and I want to welcome you to our newly redesigned ITS standards training program of which this module is a part. We are pleased to be working with our partner, the Institute of Transportation Engineers, to deliver this new approach to training that combines web based modules with instructor interaction to bring the latest in ITS learning to busy professionals like yourself. This combined approach allows interested professionals to schedule training at your convenience, without the need to travel. After you complete this training, we hope that you will tell colleagues and customers about the latest ITS standards and encourage them to take advantage of the archived version of the webinars. ITS Standards training is one of the first offerings of our updated Professional Capacity Training Program. Through the PCB program we prepare professionals to adopt proven and emerging  ITS technologies that will make surface transportation safer, smarter and greener which improves livability for us all. You can find information on additional modules and training programs on our web site www.pcb.its.dot.gov/standardstraining. Please help us make even more improvements to our training modules through the evaluation process. We look forward to hearing your comments. Thank you again for participating and we hope you find this module helpful.

mailto:Shelley.Row@dot.gov
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A321a 
Understanding User Needs for  

Traffic Management Systems Based on 
TMDD v3.0 Standard  

  

  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Module A321a is about Understanding User Needs for Traffic Management Systems Based on TMDD v3 standard. This is the 12th Module in the ITS Professional Capacity Building (PCB) standards training program. The next Module A321b discusses requirements for the TMDD v3.0 standard. 
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Target Audience 

 Engineering and Planning Staff 
 Emergency Management 
 Public Safety 
 Traffic Management Center (TMC) Operation Staff 
 System Developers 
 Public and Private Sectors 

  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message 1: Establish link to target audience’s expectations: Those who are engaged in user needs assessment to prepare a system interface specification that meets local and/or regional operational and planning needs will benefit from this module. A project specification preparation often draws from multiple staff within an agency. Key Message 2: Stakeholders such as responders who are affected by the TMC to external center event coordination will gain insight into TMDD’s capabilities.  Key Message 3: This module will help system developers to understand user needs in operational context and grasp pertinent details to advance the system development process.  



Instructor 
Raman K Patel, Ph.D., P.E. 
President 
RK Patel Associates, Inc. 
New York, NY, USA 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Dr. Raman Patel has 40 years of experience in the transportation field and has been actively involved in the ITS standards development and standards training program and has served as chair of ITE’s Standards Committee for past 15 years. He is a member of the NTCIP and TMDD committees. Raman has close to 30 years experience at the New York City Department of Transportation as Chief of Systems Engineering and seven years at Parsons Brinckerhoff. He is currently teaching ITS and transportation engineering at NYU-POLY in Brooklyn, NY.
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Curriculum Path (SEP) 

I101 
Using ITS 

Standards: An 
Overview 

A101 
Introduction to 

Acquiring 
Standards-based 

ITS Systems 

A102 
Introduction to User 
Needs Identification 

A201 
Details on Acquiring 

Standards-based 
ITS Systems 

A321a 
Understanding  
User Needs for 

Traffic Management 
Systems Based on 
TMDD v3 Standard 

Specifying 
Requirements  

A311b NTCIP 1203  
A313b NTCIP 1204 v03  

A321b TMDD v3.0 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are two possible paths a user can follow in implementing systems based on ITS standards.The path to be taken depends on the standards needs to implement the system. The identified standard could have been developed using a SEP of well-defined needs, requirements and design, or could have been developed without an SEP.As shown in this slide, the user should follow the SEP curriculum path to understand how to implement a system if the standard is SEP-based. This module and the next TMDD module A321b are on the SEP path. We recommend that you complete the TMDD standard course work by signing up for the requirement Module A321b. 
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Curriculum Path (Non-SEP) 
I101 

Using ITS 
Standards: An 

Overview 

A101 
Introduction to 

Acquiring Standards 
-based ITS Systems 

A102 
Introduction to User 
Needs Identification 

A201 
Details on Acquiring 

Standards-based ITS 
Systems 

A202 
Identifying and 

Writing User Needs 
When ITS Standards 

Do Not Have SEP 
Content 

A103 
Introduction to ITS 

Standards 
Requirements 
Development  

A203 
Writing 

Requirements When 
ITS Standards Do 

Not Have SEP 
Content 

 
*A3xxa 

Understanding User 
Needs Based on 
NTCIP 12xx vxx 

Standard  
 

*A3xxb 
Specifying 

Requirements Based 
on NTCIP 12xx vxx 

Standard 

*Expected in year 2 training modules 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:As shown in this slide, the user should follow the non-SEP curriculum path to understand how to implement a system if the standard is not SEP-based. 
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Recommended Prerequisites 

 I101   Using ITS Standards: An Overview 
 A101  Introduction to Acquiring Standards-based 
               ITS Systems 
 A102  Introduction to User Needs Identification 
 A201  Details on Acquiring Standards-based ITS  

     Systems 
 

 

  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: This module has four prerequisites. State the prerequisites and summarize the focus of each of the modules listed.  I101 module gave an overview ITS standards and the benefits they offer.Module A101 provided an introduction to acquiring ITS systems by means of the Systems Engineering Process (SEP).A201 provided guidance on selecting the appropriate standard for acquiring standards-based systems that take into account the specifications, processes, and roles of users and staff.
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Recommended Prerequisites (cont.) 

Basic knowledge of the following areas is 
helpful: 
 Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) 
 Managing ITS deployment projects 
 Government procurement processes 
 Benefits of standards 
 Systems Engineering Process (SEP) 
 Traffic Management Centers (TMCs) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Basic knowledge of these areas is helpful in understanding issues discussed here.We assume that you are familiar with the SEP life cycle process used in the ITS acquisition (if you are not, please consult the system engineering guide by FHWA referenced in the supplement). This module also assumes that you are familiar with the role of user needs in project development and acquisition process. 
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Learning Objectives 

1. Describe what problem TMDD is addressing 

2. Identify regional operational and planning 
needs (specific to TMDD) for common 
system interface to support interagency 
communications 

  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:At the end of this course, participants should be able to understand the scope of the TMDD v3 standard, its structure and understand user needs for traffic management systems system interface specification. This course has five learning objectives.Our first objective is to discuss problem definition. We will explore the problem being addressed by the TMDD and how it is being addressed. We will get a good understanding of why we need this TMDD standard in ITS systems. Second objective is to learn to identify the appropriate use of the TMDD v3.0 standard for our regional operational and planning needs.  
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Learning Objectives (cont.) 

3. Discuss the TMDD v3.0 standard structure  
and the content 

4. Understand the role of NRTM and learn how 
to use it to select user needs and link them 
to requirements 

5. Identify a requirement of institutional 
arrangement  for implementing a system 
interface 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:Third objective will amplify the scope of the TMDD standard, its structure and tools provided to prepare project specification. The documentation contains extensive information, which we should be able to locate and use.Fourth objective teaches us how to use the NRTM (Need to Requirements Traceability Matrix) a tool provided by the standard. NRTM leads us to user needs for procuring a system interface. This is a critical step in successful procurement. Finally, we should know what will be required to implement a system interface-conditions to fulfill, arrangement among partners, and common protocol. These five objectives together will help us to prepare user needs for a system interface specification. 
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What is the Traffic Management Data 
Dictionary (TMDD)?  
  

 Provides high level definitions of user needs, 
requirements and data concepts 

 Used in System Interface specification  
 Supports Center-to-Center (C2C) 

communications needs 
 

Learning Objective #1 

  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message 1: TMDD stands for Traffic Management Data Dictionary. It is a high level standard that offers standardized definitions of user needs, requirements, and necessary design content for the development of a system interface  (SI) for traffic management operational needs. Key Message 2: TMDD v3.0 standard was updated jointly by ITE and AASHTO in November 2008 in two companion volumes using SEP. TMDD v3.0 standard is used in preparing a system interface specification. The SI in turn supports interagency communications needs in C2C context.Background Information ONLYTMDD thus enables SI design that supports interoperability among centers. (Interoperability is discussed later). 
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 Centers 

 
 
 

 

Learning Objective #1 

A center that uses 
services provided  
by another center 
 
  

A center (TMC) that 
provides information 
and has direct control 
of field devices 
 
 
  
 

External Center (EC) Owner Center (OC) 

Center-to-Center 
Communications 

(C2C) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: TMDD defines type of center for specific purposes: Who has the information and who asks for it. It sets the tone for Request/Response sequence between two entities.    Owner Center (OC): An owner center is a center, such as a TMC, that provides information developed or stored within it (e.g. event information) to another center and/or has direct control of field devices. In the context of the most common dialogs used by this standard, the owner center publishes information or provides responses to a request from an external center.External Center (EC): An external center is a unique combination of an organization name and center name that uses the C2C services provided by another center.Traffic Management Center (TMC): The traffic management center is the combination of the hardware and software located in the center, including operators and maintenance personnel, policies and procedures, and other entities.
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 Interoperability 

“The ability of two or more systems or 
components to exchange information and to 
use the information that has been exchanged” 
                                         -IEEE Std 610 

Learning Objective #1 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: [IEEE Standards 610, Dictionary, Glossary of Terms and Definitions, October 2008, defines  Interoperability as the ability of two or more systems or components to exchange information and uses the information that has been exchanged.]  This two part definition of interoperability introduces the beginning of our problem. Interoperability is concerned with system to system communications in real-time.TMCs and other centers engaged in day to day operations are increasingly trying to achieve this capability to exchange information and then use it in real-time to improve operations.
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Why do centers desire to communicate 
with each other? 
 

Type your response in the chat pod 
 

Learning Objective #1 

  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Why do centers desire to communicate with each other? Interactivity: Use of chat pod for audience to respondAs the responses come in, instructor will read them and build them into his discussion. The aim is to define the underlying problem. This will in turn help us start the discussion on how the TMDD is addressing this problem; our learning objective 1.
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Before Standardization  
Each Center Requires Multiple Proprietary Interfaces 

Learning Objective #1 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Interagency communications among agencies are necessary to improve traffic management.However, agencies traditionally were either without interfaces to communicate with and therefore had to perform communications tasks manually or opt for multiple costly proprietary interfaces as shown here.This slide and the next one illustrate the difference between proprietary interfaces and standard-based interfaces.As shown in this slide, each center uses a different type of interface for external communications. Therefore, each center has to implement multiple proprietary interfaces. This is very inefficient and expensive, both to build initially and to maintain over time.In the past no information standard was available to agencies to develop a common interface.
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After Standardization  
Each Center Requires One Standard-based Interface   

Learning Objective #1 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: In recent years, a significant number of ITS standards have been developed.TMDD or the Traffic Management Data Dictionary standard has made it possible to develop a system interface that alleviates the problem of proprietary solutions. As shown in this slide, each center needs only one system interface that works for all other centers.Note that the term “interface” refers to the combination of data and message definition. In other words, all the things that need to be agreed on for two centers to communicate. This results in “interoperable systems.”Key Message 2: To achieve “off-the-shelf interoperability” all connected centers must use ONLY standardized solutions (data concepts) in their interface design. Let’s understand what a system interface is and how it works.
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What is a System Interface? 

“a system interface is a shared boundary 
across which information is passed” 
 

Learning Objective #1 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message 1: Key attributes of a SI are to be discussed as a foundation for the rest of the module.Definition: the IEEE Std. 610, Glossary of Software Engineering Terminology defines a system interface as “a shared boundary across which information is passed.”Shared Boundary with Local System: Point out where the shared boundary is with native systems. As shown in the slide, the system interface is a separate system entity  from the applications, databases, servers, user interfaces, and in fact, any hardware/software of the system. System interface creates a boundary with the local system.Messaging:This boundary allows information across—or messaging as shown—the local traffic management system and to the outside world which could be a TMC or an emergency management center.
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System Interface Implementation   

 Shared Boundary 

database   

Learning Objective #1 

Photo by TRANSCOM 
Photo by Raman Patel 

    
 System

    Interface 

     
System

       Interface 

SI Uses:  
 Manage assets and other entities 
 Manage information 
 Monitor status 
 Control devices 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: This view helps us to visualize actual placement of a system interface at two operating centers. Continuing with the previous slide, additional points about SI are to be made using this slide:Discuss Location of SI: This slide answers a key question; “Where is a system interface located in a traffic management operational  environment”? The layout shows how an SI creates a shared boundary (RED vertical bar) with the local management system. This arrangement allows both centers to exchange messages and use that information. This is referred to as interoperability . Discuss Usage of SI: Using Request/Response, messaging centers are now equipped with the capability to manage assets and other entities, manage information, monitor status, and control field devices.Discuss  the Outcome: The outcome is the desired interoperability—made possible only because both concerned centers have implemented a common system interface that is designed based on standardized data concepts, including a selection of a common protocol.
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Procuring System Interface 

  

Learning Objective #1 

Specification Components Supplied 
by TMDD v3 standard     

Use of only standard-supplied design 
data concepts to fulfill the allocated 
requirements 

Description of what the 
system interface must do 
to support operations   

Written in “shall” 
language, specific  
requirements to satisfy 
user needs concepts 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: How do we procure a system interface? These three components make up a specification to procure a system interface. We have to develop a system interface that meets centers’ needs. It is NOT a commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) product. It is a customized software entity, not one size fits all. A system interface design complexity varies from place to place.For example, a small city TMC may just have a need for only traffic controllers’ related functions, and signal timing strategy coordination with the neighbors, while a statewide TMC may need to perform a range of ATMS functions. In both cases centers’ capability will be limited to these functions.
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Summary  of Learning Objective 1 
 

 Recognizes a need for a system interface to exchange 
information among centers 

 System Interface design uses ONLY standardized 
“building materials”   

 Same set of user needs, requirements, and data 
concepts is to be included in specification to achieve 
interoperability among centers 

What Problem is TMDD Addressing?      

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: This slide should summarizes the key points of the LO #1.TMDD’s objective is to enable a system interface that has the capability to facilitate center-to-center communications. TMDD itself is NOT a system interface but it enables one.One can design a system interface based on a specification that includes these three components (building materials) from the TMDD v3.0 standard:Definitions of User Needs to support operationsDeveloped Requirements allocated to meet User NeedsData Concepts in two formats to fulfill the allocated Requirements To achieve interoperability, concerned centers must have selected the same set of data concepts specified in the standard for each need and associated requirements. A resulting system interface will be capable of information exchanges using a common communication protocol.
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What operational needs will a TMC 
have for information from another 
center? 
 

Type your response in the chat pod 
 

    

Learning Objective #2 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Let’s engage in a short activity here on our second learning objective. This second learning objective prepares us to identify operational user needs to conduct interagency communications.The communications will aid agencies in traffic management applications.INTERACTIVITY: Participants will state one or two operational needs that they may recognize to support interagency communications.Instructor will need to add to the responses.
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Operational Environment  
  

Learning Objective #2 

Categories of User Needs   

Provide Control of  Devices 

Connection Management   

Share Event Information 

Provide Roadway Network   

Provide Information on Organization   

Share Data for Archiving 

Support Authentication-Restrictions 

Accept Null Values 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message: This chart shows an operational environment in which centers’ functions and exchange of information are related to roadway network, events and status, and control of field devices. TMDD users community has identified key categories of operational needs within the Center to Center (C2C) traffic management operational context. Top three boxes shown in orange cover the need for connection management and support for authentication–restrictions on the computer networks and keeping safe connections and deals with pre-arranged conditions among centers and organization information (centers) and contacts.Boxes shown in grey cover needs for describing roadway network, sharing event information and need to control field devices, and data archiving form a core of the operational needs that drive our discussion in the module today. Last box, accept null values, supports when there is nothing available to send from one center to another. We should also recognize that while the extent of operational needs may vary from place to place or project to project based on the agency’s functions, the system interface will have to address these user needs. 
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Example   
2.3.1 Need for Connection Management 
  

Learning Objective #2 

2.3.1.1  Verify Connection Active  
Centers need to verify that a connection with another 
center is alive or active.  
 
2.3.1.2  Need to Support Requests  
  
 
 
 
2.3.1.3  Need to Support Subscriptions  
  
2.3.1.4  Need to Support Error Handling  
  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message: Centers need to verify that a connection with another center is alive or active. This need is made mandatory by the standard. If the connection between centers is alive then the information between centers is flowing and C2C functionality is working.As shown, need to support requests, subscriptions, and error handling are part of connection management issues.
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Example 
2.3.4 Need to Share Event Information   
  

Learning Objective #2 

2.3.4.6 Need for Current Event Information  
External centers need to obtain current event 
information from owner centers such as a description, 
location, severity, and status of the event. 
 
 
 
 
2.3.4.7 Need for Planned Event Information  
 …..need to obtain planning information….. 
 
  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message: Current event information is exchanged between centers so that events can be known to other centers, which may want to have situational awareness or need to react operationally with internal response plans. Similarly need for planned event information can be exchanged.
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Example   
2.3.5 Need to Provide Roadway Network    
Data  

Learning Objective #2 

2.3.5.4 Need to Share Route Data 
Centers need to share route data.  
 

Stadium 

15 min to 
Stadium 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message: This user need serves Centers to exchange route travel time with other centers, which in turn may be provided to travelers and other public organizations to help them plan routes.Route data when combined with other information allows calculation of route travel time.The example can be used to explain general state of travel information availability in most metro areas and at travel websites.Background InformationA traffic network represents a collection of roadway nodes, links, and routes. A node is the smallest data element that is unique within a network. Nodes provide a geographic location that can represent the beginning and end points of a link, location of a device, intersection, or location of an incident. A route is a collection of links.When a center elects to participate in a C2C environment, it may make available to other centers its traffic network information, which it uses to reference location of its center entities.
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Example 
2.3.6.4 Need to Share DMS Status and         
Control 

Learning Objective #2 

2.3.6.4.4 Need to Display a Message on a Remote DMS  
 
Centers need to request that a specific message be 
displayed on a DMS controlled by another center. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Need to Display a Message on a Remote DMS Centers need to request that a specific message be displayed on a DMS controlled by another center. Messages may be either freeform text messages, in MULTI-string format, or from a library associated with the DMS. When a control request is received the center that controls the DMS needs to make a determination if the message will be implemented, queued, or rejected. Then, the center that controls the DMS needs to send a response to the center that originated the request describing the status (action taken) on the control request.
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Example 
2.3.7 Need to Share Data for Archiving 

Learning Objective #2 

2.3.7.1 Need for Traffic Monitoring Data 
Centers exchange traffic monitoring data, such 
as volume, occupancy, and speed for archival 
purposes.  

Data collection for planning and research needs   

Monitoring traffic volumes on another agency’s roadway 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Archiving data is generally applied to the areas of traffic monitoring, roadway characteristics, and event data. The archiving of data is also concerned with how that data is collected. The archived data, once collected, can also be exchanged between centers. These centers may be data archives or operational centers.Centers exchange traffic monitoring data, such as volume, occupancy, and speed for archival purposes. This data may be used to augment other transportation data for traffic data analyses and transportation planning. This operational need covers data collection and various uses for planning and archiving purposes. Data sharing among agencies, “Collect Once-Use Many Times,” share efforts and costs, common purpose, Meta data etc. Traffic monitoring, roadway characteristics, and event data are key areas of interest of centers and TMDD v3.0 standard has identified this need and associated requirements.TMDD supports two key purposes as shown in this chart: Archiving and monitoring. For example, a center may have a compelling need to know arriving volumes from another jurisdiction during peak-periods to help manage traffic flow. Cooperative efforts are encouraged by providing common methods and data representation among jurisdiction.Everyone sees DATA-Information same way and is made available.
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Illustration 
   

Bus driver is then informed accordingly 

     
Verified current event and 
route condition information 
is sent to external center 

Learning Objective #2 

Transit Traffic 

  

How centers share and use current information  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message 1: This chart allows to examine need for current information between transit center and a TMC. Operational situations may require coordination across jurisdictional boundaries and involve sharing of information. Information about different field devices and related messages may be required.For example, a local traffic incident may have an impact on a bus route. A transit center may request a CCTV image from a local TMC to assess the impact on transit operations. Transit center may alert a bus driver as shown above on current condition and perhaps a change in route. Key Messages 2: More examples: a similar situation may also arise for other applications:Coordinating traffic signals across jurisdictional boundaries Freeway ramp meter to an adjacent traffic signal coordination  Sharing real-time traffic information with traveler information center (511) or an Emergency Management Center
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Illustration 
  

Major  
Event   

Learning Objective #2 

Major ACCIDENT   
       5 MI    I-87 NB 
ALT    RT   EXIT 9 

TMC 
  A 

TMC 
 B 

I-87   

Request to display  
a specific message 

Response 
(action taken) 

How centers share field devices?  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: This operational need may require TMCs to control field devices located in each other’s jurisdiction. A roadway link may be of interest to each other for monitoring traffic or an event. For example, TMC A has an event in its jurisdiction and has determined that a warning message to motorists may be helpful in managing congestion and delays. TMC A may need to verify conditions in the field, near the boundary perhaps, and control a DMS located in TMC B’s jurisdiction by placing a new message. TMC B also has a CCTV camera located in its boundary that will be used to verify local conditions prior to altering the current message. Stress on Two Key Points:Technical: For operational capability, both centers must have the same user needs-driven system interface specification and resulting common interface installed. TMDD v3 standard has considered such needs and supplies definitions for design.Institutional: These considerations require a prior agreement through a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) for authorization to control/share information among these diverse centers. We will discuss that later.When such a need could arise: Note that such a need or a situation may occur during a major emergency such as a natural disaster (flooding) in the region. A need to manage assets from another location is not uncommon in traffic management.  
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Summary of Learning Objective 2 
Operational Needs 

1. Reviewed operational and planning needs to 
support interagency communications 

   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Summarize that we have reviewed operational and planning needs for traffic management. We discussed how these needs support communications among agencies.  
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Summary  
Operational Needs (cont.) 

2. User needs categories: 
2.3.1 Connection management  
2.3.2 Support Authentication-Restrictions 
2.3.3 Provide information on organizations 
2.3.4 Share event information 
2.3.5 Provide roadway network data 
2.3.6 Provide control of devices 
2.3.7 Share data for archiving 
2.3.8 Accept null values 

Learning Objective #2 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Second point to summarize that TMDD supplies “building materials” to develop a common system interface to support operational and planning needs under eight categories of defined user needs. With a common SI, agencies can:   Everyone should understand road network without ambiguity. Therefore, the need is to describe a road network data, conditions, roadway network inventory and status on nodes, links, and routes. Share event information, event management, and other functions performed by the TMCMake a request to control and share ITS field devices  Share data for archival purposes for traffic monitoring, roadway characteristics, and event data 
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Volume I  
Concept of Operations and Requirements 

Section 1  Document Introduction 
Section 2  User Needs                              
Section 3  Requirements 
Section 4  Traceability to National ITS   
  Architecture   
Section 5  NRTM (pages 174-295) 

Learning Objective #3 

What is to be done?  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message 1: The TMDD v3.0 standard is SEP based. Standard documentation is provided in two companion volumes. Both are needed to prepare system interface project specification. Volume-I  has a problem definition. It answers “What is to be done?” From the user’s perspective, a System Interface needs to serve user needs and meet requirements.Background Information: use only these definitions for this module.User Needs describe one or more system features and the intent of the said need in addressing a user problem or responsibility.  (TMDD v3.0 Standard) Requirements describe what information is and how these operations are exchanged with the external center (EC) subsystems through a communications interface. The requirements also describe what functionality is supported across the interface. (TMDD v3.0 Standard)TMDD provides standardized design concepts definitions using ASN.1 (Abstract Syntax Notation One.) and XML encoding formats. User must make the decision upfront on which type of protocol (and therefore type of encoding format) will be deployed at the connected centers. Familiarize with Volume-I content. Section 1 has some general information and introductory information.Sections 2 outlines User Needs. User Needs opens the door to the public agencies concerned with preparing a system interface specification. A full list of user needs is provided in the supplement. The descriptions of the user needs are written user-speak and not developer-speak, so that users can match their agency’s operational environment needs. This is done by relating to the TMDD standardized definitions. Section 3 outlines Requirements linked to user needs in Section 2. Module A321b will cover requirements in greater detail.Section 4 outlines TMDD’s relationship to the National ITS Architecture.Section 5 is devoted to the NRTM tool, a table that contains both user needs and requirements links. We will discuss later how an agency can use NRTM to map project’s needs. 
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Volume II-Design Content 

Section 1  Document Introduction 
Section 2  TMDD Dialogs and Messages 
Section 3  TMDD ISO 14817 ASN.1 and   
 XML Data Concepts Definitions 
Section 4  Requirement Traceability    
 Matrix (RTM) (pages 58-635) 
___________________________________ 
ASN.1 and XML are Data Encoding Formats 

Learning Objective #3 

How is it to be done?  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Key Message: Volume II provides: Design Content or Design Concepts. Volume-II has a design solution. It answers “How is it to be done?”Necessary design content (also called data concepts)—dialogs, messages, data frames and data elements— are provided. We will discuss these concepts later.Section 1	Introduces the volume’s documentation organization.Section 2    Outlines listing of TMDD Electronic Design Files and basics on terminology, defines Dialogs sequence 	and introduces three generic TMDD Dialogs. Section 3    Organizes both TMDD ISO 14187 ASN.1 and XML Data Concepts Definitions for various classes, 	including devices. [122 dialogs, 85 messages, 187 data frames and 205 data elements are listed in 	this section].Section 4 	Details a full Requirement Traceability Matrix (RTM). This will be also discussed in our next TMDD 	course.The aim of this volume is to provide a single design for each requirement. [Agencies seeking interoperability will thus benefit from standardized design concepts.]  
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Availability of Standardized Definitions 
by TMDD v3.0 standard     

  
 

Learning Objective #3 

System Interface Design 

126  
User Needs 

134   
Requirements 

600  
Data Concepts 

124  Dialogs 
 85   Messages 

187  Data Frames  
 207 Data Elements 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: The TMDD v3.0 standard is very resourceful and has developed these definitions based on perceived needs.This large inventory of definitions provides a wide range of user needs from which local, state, and regional organizations can meet their needs. The two volumes together provide standardized definitions (clauses) for user needs, requirements, and design concepts covering eight operational needs.  
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Understanding Relationship through 
NRTM and RTM 

NRTM RTM 

User Needs Requirements Data Concepts  
Dialogs 

 
Messages 

 
Data Frames 

 
Data Elements 

 
 Volume I 

TMDD v3.0 standard 
Volume II 
TMDD v3.0 standard 

Learning Objective #3 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message 1: The definitions discussed in the previous slide are related through NRTM (Volume I) and RTM (Volume II).Stress the relationship between the two volumes. Also note how NRTM and RTM (Requirements Traceability Matrix) connect the content of the standard. Each content is deliberately made traceable in both directions. NRTM traces requirements to user needs and RTM traces to requirements (backward) and traces to design concepts (forward). Both are used to track, monitor, and control development activities at all stages of SEP. Alternatively, one can also state that NRTM ties requirements to a user need(s) and RTM ties requirement to the design solution.Key Message 2: Please note that use of NRTM and RTM is required to prepare system interface specification. All specification writing activities are conducted only through these two tools.Background Information: As a first step in the specification process, the agency MUST create a project level NRTM by mapping operational needs to those in TMDD. Once user needs are selected (mapped), NRTM will lead user to Requirements stipulated by the TMDD. This is called tailoring of standard to project needs. As a second step, project level RTM is created with tailored data concepts for each requirement.     
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Summary of Learning Objective 3 
TMDD Structure 

 Provides NRTM for: 
 Mapping operational needs to user needs definitions 
 Tracing requirements to user needs 
 With the NRTM, the relationships between user 

needs and requirements is standardized 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message : We remember that the TMDD connects problem (operational needs) to a solution path beginning with user needs leading to requirements. Requirements will be fulfilled with standardized design concepts.In summary of LO #3, focus is placed on NRTM. NRTM should be used to begin the project specification selection process for user needs part.TMDD v3.0 standard structure has provided definitions of user needs to be included in a specification. We have just reviewed the content. Instructor should state that this course discusses user needs relationship to requirements through NRTM, while the next course will discusses requirements’ relationship  to design concepts through RTM.
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Summary  
TMDD Structure (cont.) 

 Provides RTM for: 
 Tracing requirements to data concepts 
 Relationship between requirements and data 

concepts (design) is standardized 
 TMDD promotes “Off-the-shelf interoperability”   

 

Learning Objective #3 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message : In summary, we must emphasize how the structure leads us to two key tools: NRTM and RTM. It is only through these two tools that we should make our specification selection process complete.TMDD v3.0 standard structure has provided definitions for users to prepare specification. We have just reviewed the content. The following slides will focus on how to use the content.We can also summarize that the TMDD connects problem (operational needs) to solution path (design concepts).Instructor should state that this course discusses user needs to requirements through NRTM while the next course will discuss requirements to design concepts through RTM.
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 Where are User Needs located on “V”? 

NRTM                               

Learning Objective #4 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:Here we are pointing to the system life cycle process and showing that NRTM and user needs are located at the ConOps stage. Student Supplement has full detailed chart that may be helpful later on.This step, NRTM is now discussed in details in next few slides.
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Parts of NRTM 

NRTM Structure has 8 Columns with Multiple Rows 

What needs to be done                 Details-specifics 
 
          User Needs                           Requirements 

Learning Objective #4 

Req. 
ID 

Req.  Conformance Support 
 

Other Req. 
 

UN 
ID 

User 
Need 

UN 
Selected 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message 1: Our fourth learning objective focuses on the role NRTM plays and how NRTM is used for two purposes: First select user needs and then link them to pre-selected requirements. The table shows two parts of the NRTM concept. The first three columns form the basis for the rest of the activity: First column, UN ID references to operational need description to a section number in Volume I. Second column lists title of the user need. The full text is provided in Section 2. Third column states if this user need is part of the specification, and if selected, YES.Key Message 2: REQ ID and Requirement are already traced to a UN by the standard. User’s role is minimized.Key Message 3: Every Project has a NRTM populated with selected and mandatory User Needs and their linked requirements.
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NRTM Content 

 Using the UN ID number (e.g. 2.3.6.4.5), the 
corresponding text from the standard allows you to 
determine if this UN is desired in your project. 

 

For  Mandatory (M) requirements stated in the standard, project must select  
YES only. 
For Optional requirements (O), project decides if the requirement will be used. 

Learning Objective #4 

Req. 
ID 

Req.  Conformance Support 
 

Other 
 Req. 
 

3.3.6.1.4.2 M 
  

YES 
  

UN 
ID 

User 
Need 

UN 
Selected 

2.3.6.4.5 YES 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message: This is an example of how a user need will find its way in the NRTM. Mandatory and Optional requirements references must be explained.
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NRTM Role 

 With NRTM: 
 Requirements are traced to user needs (at least 

one)  
 Work is monitored at each stage of the system life 

cycle process (Are we addressing user need?) 
 Final check to validate user needs is made  

(Did we build the right system?) 

Learning Objective #4 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message 1:As a first step in creating a specification for the system interface, NRTM brings all concerned parties on a level playing field and adheres them to agree on user needs. NRTM ties every need to requirements. Best approach is to use NRTM at all stages of the project development to monitor how each user need is addressed. This ensures that nothing is missed and avoids handling at later stages.Use of NRTM at the validation stage will ensure that the ultimate system is checked against stated user needs. If anything is missing, it will be flagged for action. 
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Who do you think benefits from use of 
NRTM? 

Type your response in the chat pod 
 

Learning Objective #4 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Key Message: Let’s engage in a short activity here on learning objective 4. INTERACTIVITY: “Who do you think benefits from the  use of NRTM?” Please type-in your response in the chat room.
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Beneficiaries of NRTM 

The  
Specification Writer 

The 
Integrator 

The  
User 

Requirements 

In
te

ro
pe

ra
bi

lit
y 

Capabilities 

R
isk  M

anagem
ent 

The  
Supplier 

Learning Objective #4 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message 1: Role of the NRTM is tied to key players: Who benefits from the NRTM use at various stages of system development?  Lets review in the context of requirements, user’s needs-capabilities in a system, interoperability, and overall risk management. We can identify four key players:Specification writer to indicate which requirements are to be implemented in a project-specific implementationImplementer: as a checklist to reduce the risk of failure to conform to the standard through oversightThe supplier and user: as a detailed indication of the capabilities of the implementationThe user as a basis for initially checking the potential interoperability with another implementation. User will also benefit during testing-validation phase.
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Ensuring Interoperability 

 User needs are a first step towards achieving 
C2C interoperability 
 

 
 

 
 
 

UN ID User Need UN Selected 

 1   YES 

 n YES 

NRTM (Partial) 

Learning Objective #4 

Both centers must select the same subset   
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message 1:As a first step towards achieving interoperability, agencies must first select a common set of user needs for the interface between their systems. Project NRTM must reflect that.     Key Message 2:If an agency is not concerned with certain traffic management activity or does not wish to exchange information or data for a device, agencies may choose to only implement local user needs. In such a case, only a limited interoperability may result. In other words, interoperability is a function of selected user needs. This step must be considered at the beginning not later in the implementation stage.
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Understanding Mandatory User Needs 

To conform to the standard, Mandatory user 
needs must be selected-YES 
 

 UN ID User Need UN Selected 
2.3.1.1 Verify Connection Active YES 
2.3.1.2 Request Needs to Support YES 
2.3.1.4 Need to Support Error Handling YES 
2.3.5.1.1 Need for Node Inventory YES 
2.3.5.1.2 Need for Link Inventory YES 
2.3.8 Need to Accept Null Values YES 

Learning Objective #4 

Ref. page 174, Volume I, Table 4, 4th Column UN Selected  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message 1: To conform to the TMDD v3.0 standard these six Mandatory User Needs must be included in the project specification. These baseline user needs are determined absolutely essential by the experts in the field. All are marked “M” in the third column as shown.Key Message 2: A specification that does not include these mandatory needs will be considered non-conformant to the TMDD v3.0 standard and may result in breaking interoperability.Key Message 3: User is cautioned against selecting everything or most of the needs to play safe; that will make interface design unnecessarily complex, expensive to procure and test. User should only select needs from optional user needs that support their operations. 
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 Understanding Optional User Needs 

 Select optional needs based on the  
project’s operational needs  

  
  
  

 

Learning Objective #4 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message 1: As we discussed in the previous slide, the standard has made mandatory only a small number of user needs for the conformance requirement; and left bulk of the user needs as optional. The given project must “tailor” the standard to meet local operational needs.User is responsible for selecting the Optional needs that support their operational environment and whatever the institutional agreement requires to exchange information. Once the project selects “Optional Needs” they are considered mandatory to “conform” to the project specification.The following slides discuss how to develop project specific user needs using NRTM as a tool.
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 Example  
 
 Centers must select same set of user needs 

for interoperability   
 
 
 

Learning Objective #4 

Request… 

Response… 

Major ACCIDENT   
       5 MI    I-87 NB 
ALT    RT   EXIT 9 

2.3.6.4.4 Need to Display a Message on a Remote DMS 

Center need to request that a specific 
message be displayed on a DMS 
controlled by another center.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Selection of the optional needs is left to the project. If two centers desire interoperability, user needs must be selected YES by both centers for the project. In other words, if C2C services are desired from the system interface, a project NRTM should have included the steps we discussed earlier and both centers must have selected user needs in the project NRTM.This example explains: When a control request is received, the center that controls the DMS needs to make a determination if the message will be implemented, queued, or rejected. Then the center that controls the DMS needs to send a response to the center that originated the request describing the status (action taken) on the control request.Background InformationUsing this example, one can summarize that a system interface provides capability for message exchanges and control of devices by centers. Mandatory user needs and selected optional user needs by concerned centers and a common communications protocol will be required.
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Preparing Project NRTM 
   

User 
Needs Requirements Data 

Concepts 

NRTM  RTM 

Learning Objective #4 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: As a first step in preparing a project specification, we must view these five key components together for a good specification writing process. They are covered in two volumes of the TMDD v3.0 standard. A TMDD-based procurement project must include a NRTM populated with optional user needs YES-selected and their linked requirements. Similarly a RTM must also be developed to link requirements to standardized data concepts.We will focus on NRTM in this course. 
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Preparing a Project NRTM   

Step 1          Section 2        Volume I       Page 22 
Match project’s operational need to User Need ID number and 
corresponding text description. This action determines if this UN is 
desired in your system 

Example 
 

 
  
 
DMS  supports congestion (traffic) management 

Learning Objective #4 

2.3.6.4.5 Need to Verify DMS Control Status  
The center that sends a request to display a specific 
message on a DMS operated by another center 
needs to confirm if the message was displayed. 
Possible statuses include that the message request 
was implemented, was queued, or was rejected. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:A first step, operational need, is the key to initiate TMDD standard. Repeat this step for all your operational needs. A project NRTM will emerge once user starts matching operational needs with descriptions provided in Section 2. While the first step will automatically lead to linked mandatory requirements provided in the TMDD NRTM table in Section 5, user will also add optional requirements to meet project needs. This subject will be further discussed in next module on requirements.  Project NRTM should be populated with pertinent user needs and requirements by following same template of the TMDD NRTM. Local specific comments can be placed in the last column. The following slides discuss each step in detail.
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Preparing a Project NRTM (cont.) 

 
   

                            
 

Learning Objective #4 

UN  
ID 

User 
Need 

UN 
Selected 

REQ. 
ID 

REQ. Confor-
mance 

Support Other 
req. 

2.3.6.4.5 Need to Verify 
DMS Control 
Status 

Yes 3.3.6.1.4.2 M Yes 

Step 2 
User Need Part 
Write UN ID, UN  
and Select YES 

  

Step 3  Requirements Part 
Go to Section 5, Volume I, 
page 174, Table 4 to read 
allocated requirements                          

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Instructor simply reads each step.Second step writes user need ID and title, and must be selected if project needs it.Step 3, UN ID links to TMDD NRTM in Section 5, Table 4. Step 4, Column 4 leads to corresponding requirement(s) automatically. Note, user simply writes RE ID as per the table.The process is repeated until all operational needs are mapped to standard user needs and requirements traced to those needs. 
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Project NRTM (Partially Populated) 

UN 
ID 

User 
Need 

UN 
Selected 

Req. ID Require
-ment 

Confor-
mance 

Support Other 
Req. 

2.3.6.4.5 
 

Need to 
Verify DMS 
Control 
Status 
 

YES 3.3.6.1.4.2 M Yes 

3.3.6.1.4.2.1 M Yes 

3.3.6.1.4.2.2.1 O Yes 

3.3.6.1.4.2.2.2 O Yes 

3.3.6.1.4.2.2.3 O Yes 

3.3.6.1.4.2.2.4 O Yes 

3.3.6.1.5.1 M Yes 

3.3.6.1.5.2 M Yes 

3.3.6.1.5.3 M Yes 

3.3.6.5.4 M Yes 

Learning Objective #4 

10 requirements are allocated to a user need 

Step 4  Find 2.3.6.4.5 on page 224 
             Read ten listed Req. in 4th column  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: This example NRTM shows how one project User Need (UN) is supported by 10 requirements. Notice how NRTM traces ten requirements back to a single user need. NRTM thus addresses “ What needs to be done.”This example also shows that it is very likely that a user need may be satisfied by more than one requirement.
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Summary of Learning Objective 4 

 User needs are located at ConOps stage on “V” 
diagram 

 Using NRTM Operational Needs are mapped to user 
needs in Section 2, Volume I 

 NRTM traces requirements to at least one user need 
 Mandatory UN must be selected YES 
 Optional UN, if selected YES, associated 

requirements are Mandatory 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: This example NRTM shows how one project User Need (UN) is supported by 10 requirements. Notice how NRTM traces ten requirements back to a single user need. NRTM thus addresses “What needs to be done.”This example also shows that it is very likely that a user need may be satisfied by more than one requirement.
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Pre-Arrangement 

 How do we implement a System Interface? 
 Pre-Arrangement 

 9-5, M-F 

24/7 operations  

24/7 operations  

Learning Objective #5 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message 1: Our last learning objective is designed to identify what condition must be fulfilled prior to implementing a system interface. This objective prepares us for regional interoperability needs. We will discuss a few examples.Key Message 2: Do we know what it takes to initiate exchange? After all, no one just hands over sensitive information without some form of agreement, right? The SI facilitates sharing of information in areas of interest to centers. So, what could be a precondition to implementing a system interface? Key Message 3: Information exchange using system interface is dependent upon the terms and conditions in the written form among agencies. This should happen at the early stage of the specification preparation.First, centers affected by SI implementation must agree before hand how they will respond to each other with information desired, including sharing devices and data. This is resolved at the Regional Architecture level. A MOU defines a format under which exchange would take place. Traffic Incident Management (TIM) practice follows roles/responsibilities and what services are covered. 
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Name some pre-arrangements before a 
system interface is implemented 

Type your response in the chat pod 
 

Learning Objective #5 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
INTERACTIVITY: Name some pre-arrangements before a system interface is implemented
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Types of Agreements 

Example: Florida DOT District Four 
 
Purpose: This ……MOU….. provides the 
framework  to promote a collaborative effort to 
…..promote coordinated decision-making and 
information sharing in planning, design, 
deployment, operations,……. 
…. Maximize communications between and among  
the network of traffic management centers ……. 

 

Learning Objective #5 

Source: www.smartsunguide.com/pdf/MOU.doc 

Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: MOU is a common way of starting a process, followed by a more detailed agreement.Some of these documents may have already been prepared by the time you are ready for procurement of SI.If you don’t have one at some point, you should develop one before becoming operational.In a related note, we must also understand agencies realize potential mutual benefits and common needs and the  3 “Cs,”—Communications, Collaboration, and Coordination.
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Types of Agreements 

 Networks (system admin.) 
 Authentication, Security 
 Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) for: 
 Current conditions on road networks 
 Sharing devices (DMS, CCTV,…) 
 Sharing event Information (Traffic Incidents, 

emergency..) 
 Sharing data (Archiving) 

  
  
 

 

Learning Objective #5 

Operational Agreement Covers: 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: While MOU is a common way of starting a process, a more detailed agreement is also another form used by agencies to develop a complex operational framework. This is often driven by the need for improved  communications, coordination, and collaboration among agencies in a region. Some of these documents may have already been prepared by the time you are ready for procurement of SI.If you don’t have one at some point, you should develop one before becoming operational.In a related note, we must also understand agencies realize potential mutual benefits and common needs and the 3 “Cs”,—Communications, Collaboration, and Coordination.
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Example: Agreement 
 

Source: http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/cadiv/segb/files/starnet/starnetstake.htm 

Learning Objective #5 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: SACOG’s Sacramento Transportation Area Network or “STARNET” is an information exchange network and operations coordination framework to enable the real-time sharing of data and live video, and development of joint procedures, pertaining to the operation of roadways and public transit and related public safety activities. Some STARNET stakeholders may, from time to time, find a need to enter into a formal agreement (beyond the MOU) for some aspect of STARNET implementation, operation, maintenance, or upgrade. Instructor, please guide students to reference in the supplement.
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Example 
Puget Sound Regional Council 

Source: psrc.org/assets/543/regarch.pdf 

Learning Objective #5 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Yet another example of agreement details. The Puget Sound Regional ITS Architecture example shown here does a very good job of pulling all needs, as well as pre-agreement-conditions, for affected stakeholders/users. Roles and responsibilities in sharing assets and information are also addressed.Again, place to place needs and conditions change, but the basic approach is pretty much common. 
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TMDD’s Relationships to Architecture   

* 

Learning Objective #5 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message 1: Remember the National ITS Architecture, the big picture of ITS! We all know that the ITS applications are defined by the regional architecture (e.g. sausage diagram). Standards can be mapped to the architecture. TMDD has done that, at least partially. Regional architecture looks for data flows and only standards can support those flows to gain interoperable domains and systems.Let’s ask ourselves: How does a TMC communicate to an External Center in the region?TMDD has considered such a need and describes the standard services that may be provided by traffic management centers to other external centers as shown in the diagram.Key Message 2: For other subsystems, only a portion of the interface is covered by the TMDD standard as shown * in the diagram. In all, 26 information flows are partly covered by the TMDD v3.0 standard.
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Example of TMDD’s Support 

Center to Center  
C2C 

Private Sector 
Traveler 

Information 
Services 

+ 
State 511 
System 

City  
Traffic 

Management 
Center 
(TMC) 

City  
Field 

Equipment 

Information 
Service Provider 

Traffic 
Management 

Roadway 
Subsystem 

Road network 
conditions 

Request for 
road network 

conditions 

Traffic images 

Pan Tilt Zoom 
camera 
control 

Traffic flow 

Center to Field 
C2F 

Learning Objective #5 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: The previous slide showed how TMDD meets certain data flow need. This example further illustrates TMDD support or role. In this diagram, front part, C2C is supported by TMDD, at least partially.
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Related C2C Standards     

SI Implementation Requires: 
1. TMDD v3 standard: 

 User Needs, Requirements and ISO 14817 Based Data 
Concepts 

 Centers must have a common specification 

2. Application Protocol: 
 NTCIP 2306 C2C XML or NTCIP 2304 C2C DATEX 
 Centers must select one as a common protocol for 

Interoperability  

Learning Objective #5 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: TMDD-based implementation requires two key standards:First, TMDD standard allows development of a system interface that provides capability of message creation for needed activities. Second, an application level communication protocol allows transmission of messages across. As shown, the TMDD works independent of the communications protocols available from the NTCIP family. User-centers must select only one. Agency implementing TMDD-based system interface must select only one of the two NTCIP C2C protocols.Please note that the DATEX (or Data Exchange) protocol standard was developed before XML was available and has largely been replaced by XML. Both protocols standards are available on the NTCIP website.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The case study is also provided in the student supplement.
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 Case Study 
 
 
 

TMC-A has 24/7 traffic management operations, which 
includes 50 traffic signals, 7 DMSs, and 15 CCTV 
cameras, and has received approval from FHWA to 
develop an ITS project to add a system interface 
capability to exchange information with the adjoining 
TMC B. 
 
Both TMCs have agreed to coordinate traffic 
management in the region and share event information 
and field devices.  
 
A system interface is to be procured soon.  What Next? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This case study will help us summarize what we have learned in this course. Give participants some time to read the text. While they are reading the text, verbally highlight key points.
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Please type in response in the chat room 

1. The project will be guided by the _____to develop the 

system interface desired by the TMCs. 

2. The ____________standard will be used to develop 

the system interface for both TMCs. 

3. In this case study the Owning Center is _______ and 

the External Center  is_______ 

SEP 

TMDD v3.0 

TMC A 
TMC B 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Instructor: Make sure this does not appear as a test. This case study has two purposes: relate to real-world example and connect to all learning objectives together in one place. DO NOT discuss new information, just repeat what has been discussed.INTERACTIVITY: Read each question. Give some time for responses to come in, read them, and blend with slide blank. Then Single MOUSE CLICK to fill in the blank, one at a time.
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Please type in response in the chat room 

4. Which tool will you use to map the operational 

need? _______ 

5. How do we go about preparing project user needs? 

_______________________ 
6. Both TMCs must prepare a ______________  
  common with same set of user needs,  

requirements and data concepts to achieve  
off-the-shelf interoperability. 

NRTM 

Prepare Project NRTM 
specification 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Instructor: Make sure this does not appear as a test. This case study has two purposes: relate to real-world example and connect to all learning objectives together in one place. DO NOT discuss new information, just repeat what has been discussed.INTERACTIVITY: Read each question. Give some time for responses to come in, read them and blend with slide blank. Then Single MOUSE CLICK to fill in the blank, one at a time.
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Case Study  Exercise 

7. The  overall Operational Need driving this development 

can be stated as ________________________________ 

8. The standardized user needs definitions can be found in 

__________________________________________ 

9. Information exchange related user needs are: 

________________ ,   _____________, _____________  

and _______________. Additional four are related to 

network authentication management etc. 
 
 

traffic (congestion) management 

TMDD v3.0 standard, Volume I  Section 2 

 event sharing  device sharing  roadway network  
data archiving 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Instructor: This case study has two purposes: relate to real-world example and connect to all learning objectives together in one place. DO NOT discuss new information, just repeat what has been discussed. Instructor: Questions 1-3  and 7-11 are to be done by students and 4-6 are to be done by the instructor as an exercise.Please read each question. Give some time for responses to come in, read them and blend with slide blank. Then Single MOUSE CLICK to fill in the blank, one at a time.
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 Case Study Exercise (Cont.) 

10. What pre-arrangement should TMCs have in place 

for implementation of the SI? 

______________________ 

 

11. ______________________  is selected as a 

common protocol to support the system interface. 

 

 

 

MOU-SOPs-Agreement 

NTCIP 2306-C2C XML 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Instructor: This case study has two purposes: relate to real-world example and connect to all learning objectives together in one place. DO NOT discuss new information, just repeat what has been discussed.Read each question and blend with slide blank. Then Single MOUSE CLICK to fill in the blank, one at a time.
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What did we learned today?   

 TMDD  addresses the need for system interface 
capability for C2C “information exchange”            [LO #1]  

 Supports  eight categories of operational needs   [LO #2]  
 Standardized definitions are available for use in a 

specification:                                                       [LO #3] 
 Volume I contains User Needs and Requirements 

and NRTM 
 Volume II contains design concepts and RTM 

 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:Conclusion should be tied  to the learning objective 1 which defines a problem TMDD is addressing.Provide Operational C2C Context: Learned how to take first step to achieve interoperability with the System Interface.State that this course prepares us for the next course on TMDD requirements.   
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What did we learned today? (cont.) 

 Learned how to prepare a project NRTM                [LO#4]  
 Required pre-arrangement to implement a system 

interface                                                                   [LO#5]  
 The Case Study examination confirmed key concepts 
 Prepared for the A321b module on the requirements  
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: In final conclusion reiterate what has been learned today and tie to learning objectives.
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Next Steps: 

Module A321b  
Specifying Requirements for Traffic 
Management Systems Based on  
TMDD v3 Standard 

 
 Requirements and their link to Data Concepts 

through RTM will be discussed in details to complete 
preparation of a system interface specification 
 

  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message 1 : Remember, TMDD includes three things: User Needs, we just reviewed today. The second course on the TMDD v3.0 standard focuses on the Requirements and their links to standardized Design Concepts. We need to include all three in a system interface specification.Key Message 2: We recommend you sign up for A321b. Both modules together make up the complete course on TMDD v3 standard.We will focus on requirements and complete the course work on TMDD v3.0 standard. We will also discuss the newly issued TMDD Guide and how to use it.Course Description: The focus of this module is to assist technical staff in specifying clear requirements from the list of requirements that exist in TMDD v3.0 and meeting identified user needs. This module will continue to provide participants with information on how to identify the appropriate use of the TMDD v3.0 standard and acquire a Traffic Management system based on what the user is seeking to accomplish as identified by tracing the user needs to the requirements with support from tools and resources such as a Requirements Traceability Matrix (RTM).
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Where to Find More Information 

 TMDD v3 standard and TMDD Guide: 
 

 NTCIP Guide: www.ntcip.org/library 
 Systems Engineering Guidebook for ITS 
     FHWA-Caltrans, v3.0 2009: 

http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/cadiv/segb/files/segbversion3.pdf 

 Systems Engineering for Intelligent Transportation 
Systems, FHWA , 2007: 

    http://ops.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/seitsguide/index.htm 
 
 

 
 

http://www.ite.org/standards/distribution.asp 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:TMDD v3 Guide is a companion document that helps us in preparing specifications and provides details on data structure.The NTCIP Guide is a very detailed document on C2C and C2F standards and related information and preparation of specification. It is the single source of learning about what NTCIP is and how it is deployed, including network bandwidth requirements. So decision makers, engineers, and communications experts will all benefit. Instructor: Please let students know that the guide will help them in specification preparation. The guide has a detailed chapter on how to write specifications using SEP steps.

http://www.ntcip.org/librar
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/cadiv/segb/files/segbversion3.pdf
http://ops.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/seitsguide/index.htm
http://www.ite.org/standards/distribution.asp
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